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Good Morning Chairman Issa, Ranking Member Cummings, and members of the Committee. Thank you for inviting me to testify today about the role of Inspectors General (IG). This committee has championed the independent and critical mission of IGs, and I thank Congress for its continued commitment to our mission.

My remarks today reflect only my personal experience. It is a great privilege for me to have served as an Inspector General since 2005, and I recognize the tremendous responsibility that comes with the job. IGs wield a large amount of discretion and authority. They issue reports that can have a devastating impact on the agency and on individuals. IGs make criminal referrals often resulting in felony convictions and incarceration. IGs advise heads of federal agencies and the Congress. We regularly appear at hearings like this one and often meet with members of Congress and their staffs. IGs propose legislation and talk with the media.

Perhaps most importantly, IGs need to navigate sometimes difficult relationships within their home agency as well as relationships with other IGs, agencies, prosecutors, and the law enforcement community as a whole. Part of the genius of our system of government is that IGs provide that needed check and balance on the operations of federal agencies.

The usual incentives for taking a Presidential appointment do not apply to IG positions. IGs are not policy makers. They apply the laws and policies already on the books. They are not political. IGs have to be nonpartisan, fair, and impartial. Finding and nominating the right person for the job is vital.

IGs have a dual reporting requirement to Congress and the agency head. As one former Inspector General, Sherman Funk, put it in the Fall 1996 issue of Journal of Public Inquiry, dual reporting equates with “straddling a barbed wire fence.” Mr. Funk stated that because of the challenges facing IGs, the job must be done “with sufficient common sense, an understanding of
the relative priorities of each, a healthy dose of good humor, unremitting homework, support by professionally competent staff and, above all, solid and reflexive integrity.” Then “the barbed wire may cut occasionally but it won’t disable.”

Based on my own experience, I believe that once selected and appointed, an IG needs time and experience on the job to develop, for example, long-term audit and investigative priorities, the ability to hire the highly specialized staff they need, and the independence to accomplish their mission. My permanent appointment allowed me the needed leverage and longevity to make lasting improvements to my office and to make long-term recommendations to GSA. Additionally, I believe my impact has been greater because I have been able to create long-standing relationships with agency officials, the Department of Justice, and Congress. I have also worked hard to establish partnerships with state and local IGs and law enforcement as part of my duties with the Financial Fraud Enforcement Task Force.

Examples of some steps I have been able to take include the following. In 2008, I formed an Office of Forensic Auditing to employ innovative auditing and investigative techniques such as data-mining to detect fraudulent conduct in agency operations and to develop evidence that meets the admissibility standards for prosecution in federal courts. In 2010, we began to identify the increasing infiltration of counterfeit products in the federal supply chain by partnering with the Intellectual Property Rights Center operated by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). In 2011, we began a Criminal Intelligence program to augment our investigative activities by consolidating our information gathering efforts and serving as a force multiplier for our special agents around the country. We have integrated our hotline into this program so that a trained investigative analyst looks at every complaint and tip to identify trends and connections
to other open cases. Additionally, our partnership with the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FINCEN) broadens our agents’ ability to spot bribery cases and kickbacks.

As co-chair of the Financial Fraud Enforcement Task Force’s Public and Private Sector Outreach Committee, I work with state and local law enforcement and procurement officials, the federal procurement community, and the private sector to find new ways to prevent, detect, and prosecute financial fraud. These partnerships facilitate an inter-government approach to fight fraud. Our office shares information with federal, state, and local partners through a quarterly report containing criminal convictions and civil settlements as well as through an interactive map linking state and local websites that contain information on disreputable individuals and companies so that other levels of government are not also defrauded by the same companies.

I appreciated the time and effort that went into confirming me as an IG, and I hope my efforts have served the interests of the United States. Thank you for your time, and I would be happy to answer any questions the Committee may have.
Brian D. Miller – Inspector General of the U.S. General Services Administration
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